Introducing the New ClinicalKey Experience

With ClinicalKey’s new enhancements, users have access to the most current and complete clinical content. Its redesign was built for easier navigation on any device. The result: ClinicalKey finds relevant answers and related information as quickly as it’s needed.

New Features

- **Retained Search History** lets users view past sessions. Search results can also be emailed.
- **Patient Education Customization** provides users the ability to add special instructions and care provider contact information. It also allows users to choose text size for printing.
- **Topic Pages** on more than 1,400 disease conditions provide a comprehensive overview covering risk factors, clinical manifestations, treatments and more for quick point-of-care decisions with resource links for a deeper dive into the materials that specialty physicians need.
- **Mobile Optimization** means that ClinicalKey adapts to users’ phone, tablet or mobile device so they can continue to discover fast answers and deep evidence – anytime, anywhere.
Enhanced Features

Presentation Maker eases the process of sharing, manipulating and storing content for later use. Users have the ability to create, name and manage multiple presentations.

Saved Content gives users the ability to save and add custom tags to content, which allows easy access for future reading and reference.

Scoped Search narrows search results from any screen to filter results to one of the content types. It allows users to search within a publication if already viewing book or journal content.

Browse Feature allows users to easily access specific books, journals, and other resources. When browsing multimedia, you can filter by source type, including Procedures Consult videos.

Use ClinicalKey today! Contact your institutional administrator with any questions.
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